
   
 

LET’S DITTO!!  CASSIE PANT 
Teacher: Elisa Milano 

Cost:  $75.00 

Date:  Friday, April 5, 2023 

Time:  Doors open at 9:00am – class starts at 9:30-4:00pm 

Max # of students: 5 
 

   
Say goodbye to paper patterns, pinning, chalking, and worrying about 

the right fit. Meet Ditto, the digital projection system that eliminates 

the frustration and errors of traditional paper patterns. 

DITTO SEWING SYSTEM 

 Customize digital patterns to fit your body perfectly. Input your personal body measurements 
and the pattern adjusts instantly, reducing your frustration and increasing your joy of sewing. 

 Project your pattern onto fabric. No more paper patterns! It’s kind of like magic. Using Ditto 

compresses hours into minutes. No more pinning, paper or chalking. 

 Increased Sustainability 



In this class you will get the chance to use DITTO and understand firsthand how it works and the impact 
of customizing patterns automatically for your specific body measurements.  As part of the class, you 
will receive: 

 Instruction on how to create a customized size profile for your specific body measurements.   
 One projected pattern - Cassie Pant pattern - and customization with your size profile. 
 Each student will be able to cut out their projected pattern directly on fabric and experience 

DITTO directly. 
 Sew along in class as time permits.  Students will receive a printed copy of step by step sewing 

instructions to complete the shirt after class as well. 

Cassie Pant 
Woven classic, straight leg, full length pants with a front button and zipper fly.  1 ½” natural waist.  
These classic pants complement blouses, sweaters, and blazers for several work-ready outfits.  They also 
have deep practical side pockets. 
 
These pants will give you a very good idea of how DITTO patterns work with your fit profile for future 
garments. 
 
Materials Needed: 
Fabric – Medium-weight woven fabrics such as corduroy, herringbone, faux leather, denim, plaids, or 

wool. 60” wide fabric requires 1 ½ yards – 45” wide fabric requires 2 3/8 yards.   

Notions: 9" Fly zipper, closure options: 3/8" button (1) or a hook and eye (straight). 
Lining:  3/8 yard for pockets or you can use main fabric. 
Interfacing:  For waistband and zipper. Woven fusible recommended. 
 
Supplies Needed: 

 SHARP fabric scissors AND rotary cutter. 
 Tailors chalk that can be seen on fabric or removable marker 
 Pins  
 Hand sewing needle and thimble. 
 Seam ripper 
 Thread to match fabric. 
 Tape measure – at least 60” long 
 Pressing cloth 
 STEAM iron – Will have a Laurastar in class to use. 
 Wooden clapper (available in store for purchase) 
 Tailor’s Ham (available in store for purchase) 
 Seam roll 
 Buttonhole cutting tool (both available in store for purchase) 

 
Sewing Machine: 

 Need a machine capable of sewing buttonholes if desired on waistband.  Bring buttonhole foot if 
needed. Bring available other feet as well.  Will need zipper foot for sure. 

 


